
Our company is hiring for a strategy lead. To join our growing team, please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for strategy lead

Effective Collaboration with 3PL providers and local and regional supply chain
leaders & stakeholder to devise and prioritize a program of work to align with
business strategy
Develop, implement and monitor innovative access service strategies
informed by market and internal drivers
Can effectively translate Mars Business Philosophy (LoG – Laws of Growth)
and Brand Aspirations/Vision/Strategy into powerful brand stories
Evangelizes insights & POV’s to trigger original creative ideas in every aspect
of a brand’s behavior, and helps team to develop work that makes people
laugh, makes people cry, or is useful (ie., product that brings value to
consumers’ lives)
Knows how to champion and protect the Brands by combining local know-
how with our worldwide network, creating powerful ideas and campaigns
that address local market needs while still reinforcing the same universal
brand identity
Drive ad hoc analytic projects
Lead the analysis and identification of prospective sources and their status as
reference data set depending on the functional needs
Identify, catalog and foster the definition of business terms and data
elements capture their attributes to fit the platform framework resulting in
the creation of a unique business glossary and associated data dictionaries
Foster alignment with head office and Group levels on data glossary and data
dictionaries so as to ensure a common language can be defined and used
Define an approach to analyzing and identifying golden sources of
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Qualifications for strategy lead

Shows passion and personality
Record of personnel management excellence with proven success in
mentoring and developing the skills and abilities of individuals, direct reports,
and teams
Scans the external market for new emergent technologies and solutions that
might be integrated into the BE solutions roadmap
Ability to engage, negotiate with and influence at all levels of the
organisation
Strong financial/business modeling and analysis skills
Track record for growing and mentoring junior talent, leading team based
engagements


